Figure S1. Measurements of PH- size, Related to Figure 1. (A) Additional samples of PH- observed at the fusion onset. Each PH- was from a different cell during xz/yfix STED scanning. (B) A schematic diagram showing size-related fusion modes suggested based on imaging of soluble dyes labelling the fusing -profile's lumen: 1) shrink-fusion, 2) partial-shrink-fusion, 3) same-size-fusion, and 4) enlarge-fusion. Except shrink-fusion, every category includes two modes, one with pore remained open, the other with pore closure sometime after fusion. Thus, partial-shrink fusion includes -shrink-stay (pore remained open) and shrink-close (pore closure after fusion); same-size-fusion includes -stay (pore remained open) and -close (pore closure after fusion); enlarge-fusion includes enlarge-stay (pore remained open) and -enlarge-close (pore remained open). (C) Measurement of the PH-'s height and width during STED xz/yfix imaging. Left: a PHG-labelled -profile, and the PHG fluorescence profile across the dotted line. The distance between the two peaks of the PHG line profile is taken as the height of the PH-. Right: a PHG-labelled -profile (upper) and the PHG fluorescence profile across the dotted line (lower). The distance between the two peaks of the PHG line profile is taken as the width of the PH-. (D) Similar PH- width observed for shrink-fusion, partial-shrink-fusion, same-size-fusion and enlarge-fusion (total fusion event number: 236; from 202 cells). No statistical differences were found (p > 0.05, ANOVA test).
. -profiles do not move at the xy plane, Related to Figure 1. (A-C) STED xy/z fix imaging of PHG (upper, green) and A532 (red, in the bath, middle) in live chromaffin cells shows three depol1s-induced PHG rings with A532 spots (lower, green and red channels merged), the size of which may A) shrink (shrink-fusion), B) remain unchanged (same-size-fusion), or C) enlarge (enlarge-fusion) at various times as labelled after depol1s. In all three conditions, PHG-labelled rings or A532 spots did not move at the xyplane. For shrink-fusion in panel A, a pre-existing PHG spot before depol1s serves as the marker showing the stability of our imaging system. For same-size-fusion in panel B, three same-size-fusion events did not change their relative position at the xy-plane. (D) STED xz/yfix imaging of PHG in a 4%-paraformaldehyde-fixed chromaffin cell shows a PH- that did not change in width throughout the 24 s imaging time. Figure 3I (total fusion event number: 236; from 202 cells), except that the fusion pore closure events were not included. *: p < 0.05, ANOVA test.
